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Sticky footers are, as the name suggests, footers that stick to the bot-
tom of your browser. They’re such a hassle to design in CSS. But in
Compass there’s a built-in mixin that allows you to make a sticky
footer very simply.12 All you need to define is the height (measured
from the bottom of the page) at which the sticky footer floats.

There are three predefined selectors that we apply in this mixin: root,
root_footer, and footer. We chose these three because they’ve already
been built into Compass. You can see howwe use them on the oppo-
site page.

But hey, if you desperately want to use your own selector names,
you can! For example, you can change the first ID, root, to a_root in
theHTML. In your style sheet, specify this change by typing "#a_root"
after you’ve defined the height of your footer in the@include function.

12. http://compass-style.org/reference/compass/layout/sticky_footer/
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➤ Use sticky footers in the style sheet.

@import "compass/layout/sticky-footer"

Then using it is just a matter of this:

@include sticky-footer(24px)

➤ The built-in HTML for sticky footers is this.

Download compass/sticky_footer.html
<body>

<div id="root">
<div id="root_footer"></div>

</div>
<div id="footer">
This is my footer!

</div>
</body>

➤ Customize your sticky footer selectors.

Here’s the HTML:

Download compass/sticky_footer_custom.html
<body>

<div id="a_root">
<div id="b_root_footer"></div>

</div>
<div id="c_footer">
This is my footer!

</div>
</body>

And here it is in use in the style sheet:

@include sticky-footer(24px, "#a_root", "#b_root_footer",
"#c_footer")
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